Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#8 - What Really is LIFE?
Recently my caregiver advised me to take an MRI, which is a
big machine contraption using magnetic resonance imaging. It
is a test that uses a magnetic field and pulses radio wave energy
to make visible pictures of organs and structures inside the body
that cannot be seen with an X-ray, ultrasound, or computed
tomography (CT) scan. The result was normal, thus it is OK to
trust Jonah-II warnings linked to YHWH Wrath associated to
a wicked hi-tech generation to be terminated in an Apocalypse.
The first verses in Genesis recorded factual science: it starts with
free ENERGY disbursed throughout the universe turning the ∞
lights ON in galaxies. Why is free energy from nature still
forbidden in global universities for hundreds of years?
Electricity was harnessed by Nicola Tesla. Hofmann a German
schoolteacher showed us how the ocean water can be split into
Hydrogen for fuel in automobiles. Why do we accept “fake
science” based on lies and deception with the result that CERN
exploded, wasting billions in searching for cheap energy?
Criminal psychopath NYC bankers printing fiat money will
continue to bribe every government to enforce dirty Coal & Oil
to control worldwide a New World Order. They are determined
to destroy all Life on this planet of an unforgiving designed
nature now collapsing. They forgot that YHWH watching his
messed-up property designed and destined to last another 1000
years. I am glad that Yeshua’s Kingdom on earth is very near.
Conversely, ELOHIM appointed an educated scientist-inventor,
a second Jonah on the web, to teach a better Donut Atom
Theory (Babushka Egg #6) because CERN is a big fraud in
postulating that smashed intelligence could control thermodynamic entropy laws. To make tons of money, they invented
32 phantom particles (energy lies) enforced on graduate students
globally to make them into ignorant, politically correct slaves.
It is in conflict with Genesis, which revealed that a (4) four
dimensional universe is fuelled by infinite energy diffused in
Aether moved throughout space by zillions of neutrinos. They
could be the carriers of polarized electro-magnetic frequencies
crystallizing from infinite ∞ light still a mystery for science.
Ignorant atheistic scientists conducted many deep underground
tests to quantify it, which is a joke, as an evolution religion
deception made many blind to true science facts. Or watch some
YouTube videos from young rebellious students matching
embedded Torah-Bible information linked to Jonah-II warnings.
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Thus, they are destined to perish. Everybody can feel gravity,
but gravity was recently uncovered to be magnetic examining
closer Fraunhofer spectral lines splitting light in the rainbow
colors. Applied to a solar panel, it could extract 100 times more
electricity. The visible light has embedded seven rainbow colors
from red wavelength 620 nm to violet 450 nm that behave like
animals pulling a wagon. On one side is a slow ox, and on the
other, a racehorse that wants to go fast. But hitching both
together will slow down energy to 20% still restricted by the
establishment. When the slow, red-yellow-green color is
eliminated with a filter, then the blue light can give 100% more
energy like a good racehorse. Blue light is also useful in many
computer applications, will increase byte storage being shorter
and influences invisible a mind control in theaters or churches.
Examining life energy from a metaphysical entropy perspective
reveals it has embedded intelligence that is moved by polarized
neutrinos from the Kosmos source to create atoms. As
explained in a Babushka egg theory, this intelligence is linked to
DNA genes in millions of proteins, the building blocks of life.
Why is it screwed-up by GMO patents leading to extinction?
The Bible explains Kosmos laws, like Genesis starts with “B”
mirror imaged in physics Bereshyt is continued in a 7-cycle
creation report.
Bereshyt Genesis 1 & 2: Creation
https://vimeo.com/194778378

Expressed in true science and math, it will end prophecy in a
New Earth-Heaven, thus the whole universe will collapse into
one DOT repeating the revealed Genesis Kosmos law:
∞ENERGY=ZERO TIME <or> ∞Eternal LIFE=ZERO EVIL

Only the Torah-Bible reveals how “LIFE” started on this planet.
Telescopes have not found Life in the universe but a TorahBible told an Adam and Eve story how Life started on earth.
It was defined as Ruach, the Creator’s breath (not a Trinity
person) embedded inside to fuel every living thing. It organizes
intelligence to continually flow in a full circle from the rainbow
above YHWH Throne fuelling the whole earth to the deepest
ocean with ∞ infinite energy. (Rev. 4:3) Every life form is thus
energized by the Ruach divine spring, as seen with an electron
microscope as virus-bacteria-genes or atoms-molecules to
electrons. Thus, venerate the Ruach-Spirit to inherit Eternal
LIFE freely given by Yeshua-Jesus, resurrected King of Kings!
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